Creighton University
Emergency Medical Services Education
Paramedic Program – Uniform Vendor Information

Vendor:

Great Plains Uniforms
Gregg Koenig
4361 S. 89th Street (I-80 to 84th Street, south to F Street, west to 89th Street, on east side of street)
402.934.4701
Hours: Monday – Thursday, 08:30-17:30; Friday, 08:00-17:00; and Saturday, 09:00-Noon

Shirts:

Southeastern Shirt Corporation – Code 3

Short Sleeve – 3202/L3202 - $29.50 (XXL - $32.50, 3XL - $35.50)
Long Sleeve – 3102/L3102 - $32.50 (XXL - $35.50, 3XL - $38.50)
*Shirt Patch to be provided by Creighton EMS Education

Trousers:

Tru-Spec 24/7 EMS Pant – 1120 - $43.50 (42-52 inch waist $48.50)
Dickies - #2112377 - $29.50 (44-50 inch waist $33.50)
*You may substitute any dark navy blue uniform trouser you prefer

Other:

You must have the following items as well to complete your uniform:

- Black belt
- Black shoes/boots
- Wrist watch
- Stethoscope
- Name badge (Card Services, Harper Center)